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ForTih; Promotes International Center

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Pelge 8

Lobo Cross-Country Team ASU Bound
This weekend will see the Wolfpack cross-country ~am going
to Tempe, Ariz., to defend its
Western Athletic Conference title
which it captured in 1965, Last
year the team completely dominated the conference meet by placing fou~· boys in the top five
finishers.
George Scott, Adrian DeWindt,
and Pete DiOrio, the lone survivors :from last year's squad,
make up the nucleus of the present team. The :remainder of the
team is made up of Pat Cox,
Mike Thorton, Bob Nanninga, and
Web Loudat. Cox is the only one

from this foursome with any appreciable past experience in the
sport. For the last two years
Cox had bounced in and out of
Lobo cross-country more or less
like a "super-ball.''
Hackett Sees Good Performance
Coach Hackett and a few boys
on the harrier squad seem to
think they've a good chance at
this year's penant. This is because they placed unexpectedly
in the Colorado Invitation:~! two
weeks ago. In a press confet·ence
Coach Hackett said the present
team, though not as experienced
as last year's may well be one of

the best in the Southwest.
George Scott, last year's individual champion, will b!! out to
defend his title against :fastimproving Lou Scott from Arizona State. George has been putting in around 100 miles a week
since the first of June in preparation for this meet. Scott easily
drubbed George in their last encounter, but this ean largely be
attributed to a state of monumental ~hock which overtook
George directly before the race.
It -seems "Baldy" Castillo, the
Arizona State coach, in anticipation of George set up the run-

'

By TOM GARCIA
Informal Discussions ·
The need for an International
The meeting was scheduled as
Ceriter on campus was expres:;;ed an informal discussion with the
in an open forum of the Inter. : idea of getting students involved
national Club yesterday 'in the with the idea in hopes that with
Kiva.
enough student response the
International Club president, group may be $Uccessful in get- ·
John Baka13 expressed his desire ;ting administrative help; Bakas
·
for an International Center on i!aid.
this campus. "I am interested and
Present at the meeting were the.
enthusiastic about the establish- Chairman of the National-Interment · of such a center," l'l&id national Affairs Committee of
Bakas, and I am convinced there Studeht Senate, Dean of the Gradis a basic need for such a center.'' uate School, and the foreign stu-

ning course in what looked like year in cross country but seems
to Jack something in the final
the }ower world.
analysis. Some fans attribute this
Site Js "Unbelievable"
to the lack of water jumps in the
Mother Nature must have had cros:s country courses which Web
a bad day when she created this is accustomed to in his specialty,
vast wilderness which the Tempe the steeplechase.
residents jovially call Papago
Mike Thorton and Pat Cox are
Park. This sordid ~ite along with
two half-milers who are having
Lou's supposed indifference to the · a bit of trouble converting over
environment was too much for to . the four-mile cross country
George to bear in one day, though racl!. Both runners, however, are
he gave it a valiant effort up imporving rapidly and may mean
until he galloped into some fast- the vital difference in the final
sinking quicksand.
meet resutls. ·• ··
Coach Castillo, seeing the results of the :~:ace, decided to hold
the WAC championship· meet at
Papago Park. George is not one
to be outdone, however;' hnd ne
has spent the,..,lru;~ two•""l'l~kB in·, ,:~
preparation for 'tliis'"all-impotiant·· · ·
race. He's collected an assortment of equipment :from hee1
protectors to pliet·s for pulling
out cactus needles and is practicing on the most hellacious country
possible.
DeWindt Up for M;eet
Adrian DeWindt, tbe number· :
two man on the team, has been ·
hampered the past few weeks b7
a cold which he caught running
in ten inches of snow against
the Air Fo:~:ce Academy, but he
is now ready to do a fine job in
the Conference meet. He is rated
as one of the best distance men
in the Conference and will more
than likely take over George
Scott's place after he graduates
this year.
Pete DiOrio and Bob Nanninga are two good distance men
who can, if so motivated, break
into the top ten places at conference.
Web Loudat had done well this

dent adviaor. Freydoon Rassouli,
fifth-year archi~ctural student
from Iran, presen~d some sketches on a proposed building for an
International Center.
Many l~oreign Students
Bakas emphasized that the principle obje(,ltive concerned in having auch a renter is that at present UNM has 400 foreign students reptesenti.ng over 70. different countries.
He added that last year's In-
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DRY CLEANING

***
* * * * * *
Wildcat Harriers Favored
Although the Ari~ona Wildcats wee edge to the Sun Devils. It
have been tabbed by coaches as should be close anyway.
:favorites to win the Western
Lobos Rated Second
Athletic Conference cross-country
According
to the coaches' poll,
championships at Tempe Saturdefending champion New Mexico
day, Arizona State looms as a
serious darkhorse candidate for was barely rated second over
the crown.
Arizona State and Wyoming, tied
In a poll of coaches, the Cats fo1: third ranking.
were given a strong nod, but a
According to bel!t times re•
comparison of best times reported
ported, the Wildcats and the
:for individual runners gives a
Sun Devils each could have three
or four runners in the first dozen
finishers over the four·mile
course. Despite best times reported, however, some of the
Lobos, including defending chamTwo film classics, one foreign pion George Scott, are capable of
and one Ameriean, will show this
week at the Union Theater.
Scheduled tomorrow is the' In·
dian film "Devi" for two show·
ings, 7 and 9:30 p.m. "The Best
Years of Our Lh1es" will star
Frederic March and Myrna Loy
at the same times Friday.

Two Film Classics
To Show In Union

better performance and may
spring a surprise. A good Wyoming team will make a strong
bid for third place.
BYU Freshmen Out
Although the 1965 runner up,
Brigham Young, has several fine
yearling runners, freshmen will
not compete this year, Coach
Sherald James reported.
Best times of runners this season, reported by coaches, have
been posted by Louis Scott, Arirz:ona State; Mike Gregario, Wyoming; Scott Bringhurst, Utah;
and Art Brooks, Ari~ona..

WANT ADS

SERVlCES
TYPEWRITER Ales 6 repair. Spec"j;j
rates to UNII atudionta on aU moaeblru!ll.
Frfe plekup i: dellvei'J'. E A E Tni.,..
writ« Sel'\'iee, 2217 COli SE, pnone '2UO&S8.
FOR BALE

TUXEDO, size 38, all ""'"'saorlell~
Full d-. (white tie & tall!!). Llki! new.
Make olter. 1619 Glorieta NE, 21lB•Z706,
11/9, 10, 11.
1962. POIISCHE 1600 Super, l'O&dster, ex•
~Uent .condition, Cf-11 Jaek Nelson, 277•
4136 •Cternoons, or Inquire at 216 Prlnca.
ton SE No. 2 (In back) •£ter 8 :00 p.m.
11/9. 10, 11.

MORE THAN 50 students attended the debate on U.S. involvement in VietNam held last night in the
Union by UNM Students Against the War in Viet Nnm. Conflicting views were voiced by those attending the debate and both pro-war and anti-war elements were represented at the meeting. (LOBO
Photo by Pawley.)

I

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

~
I

I

By BOB S'l'OREY
Emphasis on educational re~
form of the University and in·
creased student awareness could
become a goal of Student Senate,
Associated Students Vi(le President Jim McAdams, told the
LOBO last night. McAdams said
he supports plans outlined by
ASUNM President Dan Pennison for changes. to be made in the
educational environment of UNM.
Asks. Honoraries' Cooperation
McAdams said he thought tbat
members of the departmental
honoraries could make constructive suggestions toward changes
in curriculum and teaching methods.
Projects such as the Students
for a Democratic Society ~acher
evaluation booklet released this
semester were a step in this direcfeels the program should be more
complete in its coverage and bet-·
ter o:~:ganized. He also feels that

some of the comments made about
tion, McAdams said.
Pass-Faills Possibility
Other reforms McAdams feels
should be seriously investigated
are the use of 24 hours of passfail course grades, particularly on
the freshman level. "I think that
this would give us a chance to
experiment with the idea of pass-

Moviegoing Gets Credit
At New York University
BUFFALO, N.Y. (CPS)-At
least one tlaas at the State Uni•
versity of New York at Buffalo
is going to the movies and getting credit for it.
Such pleasurable scholarly in-

It's fl()t so much a shirt ••• it's a way of life.
Van Heusen tailors shirts and sportswear
for nten to live in. Like this lively button·down
in permanently pressed Vanopress•••
just one of a coUection of $Oiids, stripes
and patterns. Notice the authentic styling,
the aggressive V·taper •••
the unmistakeable look of a leader.

''417"
The shirt collection that has all the action
this fall is Van Heusen "417".
Its special V-taper fitaccents a man's build
and shOws he refuses to be taken casually.
There's no mistaking the crisp, neat cut
of the button·down or snap-tab collars
which spell the truest traditional fashion.
Choose from our wide selection of
solids, stripes and patterns.
Many ln permanently pressed Vanopress.

uUandeQQ's

fer tJt•t •tlfletit 111.-eH•I...

~Cet~r

the influential toiletry
collection. It's not just a
scent, it's a sense of

well· being!

VAN HEUSEN•
, ••••• , . , tleillll

ing and failing grades," he said.
McAdams said he also supports
a plan proposed by Dennison to
hold a dead week at the end of
each semester. "I think that this
idea would be a benefit to both
students and faculty.... he said.
McAdams said that Senate's
formation of a Selective Service
Committee represents a first step

Study Films

T.II.Vf!I.S Jtllf£1tf! Till! A.CJI18N 1St

VA.N HEUSEN'

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Last night's organizational
meeting for Students Against the
War in Viet Nam saw a call for
activism by the new group's president, Roy Swanson. About 50
persons filled a Union meeting
room at the gathering.
Swanson said one of the main
problems concerning the willingness of students to join groups
showing a dissatisfaction with the
war is that they don't wish to embrace the stands on other issues
proclaimed by these groups. He
added that all students against the
war for any reason are invited
to join the group.
Is Six-Year Veteran
Swanson prefaced his :~:emarks
by explaining that he is a sixyear -veteran 1>f military service.
''1 say this in orde1: to get across
the point that not aU who are dissatisfied with the war have no

McAdams Seeks Educational Reform

\'llN IIEIJSEN "417"

RIDE wanted to Dallas or 'lielnlb' (en
route to Atlanta) befor.. Nov. 22. Need
round trip or one wa,v. WUJ •buol ex·
l!eJIUS and driving. CaD 26~-U59 before
8 a.m.
11/-l, 7, 9, 10.

PERSONALS.
WOULD persona who hit brown Mustang
In right rear fender at .Johnaon G:vm
puking lot Thurl!da,v night, 8:00.10100
p.m. pfeaae call 298-0101, ..k tor lArrY.
11/7, 9, 10, 11.

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there• •. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

j

call 2.c3-5671 todoyt

(Continued on page 6)

Aims at Activism

----

Clean clothes • - •
••• last longer!

would also house facHities fo1: International lltudents, Bakas also
said it would be a place where
languages not offered in the University curriculum such as Persian, Greek, Arabic, and Indian
dialects would be taught.
House Offices
The tenter would also bouse
the' office of the foreign student
advisor. This office handles aca.
demic and other problems of for~
eign students.
Bakas said he could give many
reasons why an international C(lftter should be established.
He stressed the fact that tl>.e
center was not to be strictly :for
foreign students. This would be
a place where both American and

New UNM Group

Vol. 70

When You Must Keep Alert

UNM'S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM-Picked by a WAC coaches' poll to tome in second in the conference meet-is composed of (from left): front row-Pat Cox, Coach Hugh Hackett, track and cross
countrY coach whose last year's team won the championship, and Pete DeWindt. Back row-Mike
Thornton, Bob Nanninga, George Scott, Web Loudat, and Pete DiOrio, (LOBO Photo by Pawley.)

ternational Festival had a good
response, with 800 students present for a two-hour show. A few
weeks ago the group had the Jn.
ternationlll .Dinner with 425 p~o
ple preaent.
Strong Support
"Taking all thi11 into co.nsideration, Bakas said, we must agree
that the foreign student contribution to the academic and cllltural life here at UNM has been
tremendous," Bakas said. "Because of this the establishment of
an International Center seems
feas\ble.''
In· describing the proposed International Center, Bakas said
the center's main purpose would
be to provide nn agency for bringing foreign :students together with
American students. The center

LARRY CLEVENGEtt, sophomore, helps Jefl'an Yell, freshman,
as she registers for the Free Univeraity course in the "God is
Dead" theology. This is one of several courses offered by the Free
Uni-versity this Bemcster. Registration will continue tCJday at the
Union for interested studeltts. (LOBO Photo by Pawley.)

roads into the medium are part
of a recently in;;tituted course in
"The Feature Film." The class
was the first to fill up on regis·
tration day.
The Wednesday afternoon film
lab, which has brought such
movie classics as D. W. Griffith's
"In toletance," "The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari," and seve:~:al Charlie
Chaplin shorts to the campus, is
supplemented by intensive study
and discussion of the historical
and technical aspects of films.
· Began With Old Films
"We began with a study of
primitive films such as 'The G:~:eat
'l'rain Robbery'," said Thomas W.
Benson, instructor in drama and
speech who teaches the course.
"We are primarily trying to
show on campus films the students are not likely to see else·
where."
Each lab is preceded by a class
session at which Benson describes
how the film to be viewed is rei>•
resentative of its time, its outstanding features, and various
critical appraisals of the film.
The second of the two class meet•
ings which are held each week
follows the lab and is reserved
for class discussion,

toward student awareness. "I
think that before you ean .have an
awa:~:e student body you have to
get educationally motivated," he
said.
Reforms in the educational
process will accomplish part of
this motivation, McAdams said.
A de-emphasis on lecture
classes with a corresponding increase in discussion classes, seminars and research classes will
motivate as well as edueate the
student, McAdams said. Programs such as the Free University and the National and In•
~rnational Forum are also a contribution to the education of the
student, he said.·

military experience," he said. He
said he was not against all wa:~:.
He added that his experience included three years in unde:~:water
demolition and two years as a
parachutist. "If that's considered
cowat·dice, I don't know what
courage is," he said.
One of the primary pu:~:poses
of the group will be to invit~
speakers and to provide informative literature to clarify the eonfused issue of U.S. involvement
in Viet Nam, Swanson said. He
said speaking invitations will be
sent to Joan Baez, Donald Duncan (Special Forces veteran who
has come out against the war),
and others who they !eel could
contribute to the students' information about the wa:~:.
Group Activity-Oriented
Swanson <!mphasized the fact
that the organization will be activity-oriented .rather than a forum for discussion. He pointed o~

that Republican gains in the .recent elections might help bring
about an actual territorial invasion of North Viet Nam and
that "China is Committed to
North VietNam, and that may be
the next battle, who knows?'' He
added that "We must be an active
group. The French students
stopped the war in Algel:ia. It's
not that students can't do anything."
Swanson mentioned that the
group hopes to become connec~d
with the National Coordinating
Commit~e Against the War in
VietNam to keep up with all anti•
wa1: groups' acti-vities.
The group has fifteen days to
write a constitution and apply
for a charter-, and Swanson asked
for volunteers to help write one
that will meet the chartering qual~
ifications.

Last Chance

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
AR't THEATER
N. M. State
New Mexico
Utah
BYU
Wyoming
Texas Western~--Arizona
Washington St. - - Al·izona St.
Oregon
Total points UNM vs. NM State
COntest rules
1. Contest is' open to 1JNM students only.
~- Only ONE <!ntry wlll be aecepted fr6m ~ach contestant and Every game
mUst be picked.
3. Contestants must 1>iek rota! !>oint. <m UNlll geJrte and in ease ot a tle
the cont.,;tartt coming elmu!lit wiD be declared the winner.
4. Entries must be received at the Lobo office by 6 p.m. Friday.
6. l!o m~mber of Student Pub!lcat.ions is eligible for prizes.
6. Winner will receive Cour tlekets for the football seiiSon to D~n Pancho's
Theater.
7. Entries will be judged by the Lol>o sparts stall'.
8 In C8!1e of ties the priteB mil be dlvlded lllnOnl!' the winners.

NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE
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1
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Capitol Report

Cargo Win Is Upset To All But a Few
cade ago "with $2.46 and three· governor thinks that he personWon Bernalillo County
Perhap:;; n.n outstanding adminisBy MARK ACUFF
ifies that needed reform moveMany of the freshmen on the fom•ths of a tank of gas to my ment, and sees a new, progrel;Dave Cargo wasn't supposed to . trator from private business or Democrat side of the aisle will be name."
industry can be rounded up, but
win the May primary election for it won't be easy.
"lt is hard to believe" some of sive Republican Party arising
m•ban liberals, who should be inthings
that go on in New Mex- from thtl ashes left behind by
clined to support many of the rethe Repllblican nomin11tion for
Politics in Departments
ico,
he
told
not long ago. C;a.rgo 1964.
governor of New Mexico.
Eliminating politics from the form notions Cargo professes to thinks NewusMexico's
Cargo plans to go full-bore for
political evCa1·go, in :fact, owes much
We could never figure out why Highway Department is next to favor.
a
new
state constitution. The most
of his victory to his early recogni- olution has been stunted, particuhe wasn't supposed to win it. All in>Possible, as politics is the life. tion that the future of the state lal'ly by the fact that the state important problem facing the
blood of the department, and it is
the Republi<lans we talked to, attuned to react to crises as a is in the u~·ban areas, now com- "has never had a l'eal reform state is "just the idea that New
Mexico can be governed."
with only a few exceptions, were political entity. Changing this prising 70 per cent of the popula- movement." Obviously, the new
~ backing
the young candidate state of affairs would require a tion. His nearly 2·1 victory in urban Bernalillo County reflected his
with enthusiasm. And he won, major overhaul, perhaps a total emphasis on urban needs and his
FOR TODAYTh e p r oces s
with the papers referring to the reorganization.
might well consume several years battle for legislative reapportionWe need o faith that is as real as fire
ment.
result as an "upset.''
of hard work,
and prayer as. real as potatoes.
Cargo told us "I was surprised"
Cargo scored another "intposDealing with the new legislaat
his
victory
in
the
primary,
If
Peter Marshall
sible" upset Tuesday, in a con- ture should not be the problem
so, he must be incredulous this
test in which he was accorded no many think it will be for Cargo, week.
Now he must face New
TRYchance at all, even the day be- even though it remains in solid Mexico politics from the goverDemocratic control. The fact is
fore the election. Polls taken by that many if not most of the older nor's hot seat.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Central and Broadway NE
the Democrats and by our com· Democrat big wigs of the legislaA. mazed at Government
petitors in the news business all ture bit the dust in the election,
The new governor remembers
College group meets at Youth Center
agreed that Gene Lusk would col· if not before. The new legislature that he was amazed at the state
123
Broadwoy SE, on Sunday at 9:30a.m. and 6 p.m.
will be virtually in the untutored
lect 60 per cent of the vote or so. infant category, composed largely of New Mexico politics when he
arrived in the state barely a deYouth. V(Jte For Cargo
of freshmen.
We had trouble understanding
how these conclusions were reach·
ed, since our talks (informal,
hence more to be trusted) with
•
citizens of the state led us to con·
elude that by far the majority of
the state's yollnger voters were
for Cargo, that a large percentage
of the Spanish vote would go
Republican, and that much of
labor was dissatisfied with the
Democratic candidate.
We also discovered that only a
few caseworkers in several coun·
ty welfare departments intended
to vote for Lusk. The reason: they
wanted to get rid of Leo Murphy,
Democrat-appointed director of
the department. These caseworkers have constant liason with
many of the poor in the state, and
thus was formed another bloc of
votes for Carga.
Thus, based on everything we
could find out about it and l'einforced by native intuition, it ap- peared to us that Cargo was loading handily.
He Had a Good Chance
Somewhat timorously, we published that conclusion in a column
published widely in the state's
weeklies last week. We didn't say
that Cargo would win, but that it
was hard to avoid the conclusion
that he had a very good chance to
do just that. We were roundly
pooh-poohed. Nobody believed it.
~~.;;
We suppose the moral is: when
in doubt, trust your nose.
When Cargo recovers from the
shock of winning an election even
he didn't really believe he would
win (so he told us), he will be
faced with the awesome task of
developing a program as governor of New Mexico's 1.9 million
people.
Problems Will Arise
The state faces awesome difficulties in the ~ears ahead: our
per capita income is near the bottom, aur educational reso).lt'ces are
strained, new taxes will be resented strongly and fought by the
still Democratic legislature, and
perhaps worst of all Cargo will
have to search far and wide to
fiJ!d the sort of people he wants to
run state agencies.
The liberal Republicart says he
wants to "professionalize" agencies such as the Department of
Public Welfare, and take "politics" out of the Highway Department.
These are taskll easier proclaimed than accomplished. Supposedly, the most simple way to
Let's face it, the Peace Corps isn't supplying nuclear reactors to gen- tion. These qualities can get you a
"professionalize" the Welfare Defor everybody. (Neither is medicine, erate electricity more cheaply than job with General Electric- or with
partment would be to appoint one
law or social work.) But you can get ever before. Or controlling smog in the Peace Corps.
of the more outstanding county
If you choose the Peace Corps,
a tot of the same kind of satisfaction our cities and pollution in ourstrearns.
DPW directors to head the state
we'll
understand. But when the day
It
can
mean
better
lighting
to
cut
from a job with General Electric.
agenc11. But this would disrupt in·
comes
that you leave the Corps, tedown
crime.
It
cart
mean
new
rapid·
ternal political balance within the
Because we, too, are trying to
member
us. You'll still be young, and
agency, and cause hard feelings.
transit
systems
to
unclog
traffic.
make life .on earth more livable.
All it takes is brains, imagination, at General Electric, the young rnen
That can mean a job designing a.
Christian Science
new satellite to forecast weather. Or drive and a fairly rugged constitu- are irnportartt men.

---

Want to change
the world?

Join the Peace Corps .•. or join General Electric

r~-

''Who Is Your Maker?" is the
title of a lecture to be given on
Christian Science in the Union
Ballroom Sunday, Nov. 20 at 4
p.m. . The speaker will be Herbert E. Riecke, C.S.B., of Indianapolis, lnd., a member of the
Christian Science Board of Lee~
tureship, Boston, Mass. Admis·
sion is free, and all interested
students are welcome.
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GOP's Goi~l Foils Flamenco Concert Tonighl

To Disturb LBJ

--il-

Moth Professors
Added to Faculty

Five new faculty members in
the UNM department of mathe..,
matics and 11tatistics bring the
total faculty to 2'7; One of he
new fa.culty members is a woman
-and women professors of math·
ematics are not too common,
She is Anne K. Steiner, an asaistant professor, who got her
B.A. and MA degrees from the
University of Missouri, and her
Ph.D. from UNM. She formerly
"P.itfght at Texas Technological
College.
.
New Members Listed
The other new faculty members
are:
Herschel L, Bentley, an assistant professor, who got his BS
and MS degrees from the University of Arizona and his Ph.D.
from Rensaelear Polytechnic Institute. He also taught at Rensaelear,
Ronald G. Bierstedt, an assistant professor, got his AB degree
from Colorado College and a Ph.D.
from the University of Colorado.
He formerly taught at the University of California at Berkeley.
UNM Graduate Hired
Richard J. Griego, an assistant
professor, got his BS from the
University of New Mexico, his
MS and Ph.D. from the University of Illinois. He taught at the
University of California at Riverside.
Milton G. Wing, a professor, is
returning to UNM: after service
with the Sandia Corporation and
the University of Colorado faculty, He has a BS and MA from
the University of Rochester, and
a Ph.D. from Cornell University.

-

.

Mansfield Calls on UN
Senate Democratic
Leader
Mike Mansfield called on the
United Nations to arrange a
meeting of nations involved in
VietNam.
He called for what he dElScribed
as a "cards on the table" meeting
including the participation of Red
China.
Mansfield added that the U.N,
SECURITY. COUNCIL should
bring the cQmbatants together,
After that, he said the International Court should then offer an
opinion on how the eonfl.ict could
be resolved in compliance with
the 1954 Geneva Agreements on
Indochina.

-o-

McNamara Talks With Johnson
Defense Secretary McNamara
met with President Johnson yesterday in Texas.
The two leaders talked three·
and-one-half haUl'S on Soviet and
Red Chinese missile capabilities.
Afterwards, McNamara told
newsmen there is "absolutely no
question" American missiles and
planes are now able to get
through Soviet defensElS.
However, MeNa mara said there
is ''conaiderable evidence'' the
Soviet Union has started deploying an anti-ballistic-missile system for defense against U.S.
missiles.
He said it is very difficult for
America to appraise the efectiveness of the Kremlein's system,
but. he said, "we 83sume it is
elfective,11 and on that 83sumption will 11 base the development
and deployment of our own intercontinental ballistic missiles."
McNamara also said he and
Mr. Johnson <!Oncluded "it is
much too early to make a deei·
sion" for deployment of U.S.
defenses llg&inst the Chinese
threat.
--a-Two New Witnesses
· The defense pr(Jduced two sur·
priSE! witnesses in the murder re·
trial of Doctor Samuel SheP'flard
· 'in Cleveland yesterday.
The first was a driver-salesman
who bad delivered bread once a
week to the Sheppard home in
1953, Ite told the court he saw

·-

This ad placed
by your local
PROCHASTINATION
CLUB

NEED GLASSES?
Prescriptions filled
free Glasses Adjustment
R~>palr Service

Complete Assortment of frames
Filled to Your Prescriptions
PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES

CASEY OPTICAL

I! uuw11

H1•uw11

l'hlltrtfl

Next to Your Drug Store
4312 Lomas NE

255-6329

'

IT'S
OPEN!
Cl
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"The LITTLE PIZZA PLACE"

2310 CENTRAL SE
Across from UNM Concert Hall and Yale Park

Was badly in need of assistance
I

Realized with a thud
What he needed was

FREE DELIVERY
IN UNIVERSitY AREA

Stu.bb ...

Now he wears it, and ZAP! Nc> resistance!

IT'S
NEW!

m

Lunar-Orbiter 011 C. .M
America's Lunar..Orbiter Two
went intct·a bullseye orbit around
the Moon yt!sterday on itll pic·
ture-taking mission.
The spacecraft will photograph possible lartding sites for
future Apollo astronauts.

•

XMAS CARDS

San Lucar, and "Farruca" by SerCome in and select your Christmas
rapi.
Cords from our outstanding albums.
The program is being sponsored
Personal attention .given every order.
by 'J'he Open Door Seminar, Inc.,
Our store offers the largest selection
as a benefit :for its speaker proof Hallmark Cards In this c:>reo.
gram. The group annually sponsors a series of speakers ;for
GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
local audiences.
255·4989
3501 Lomas NE
'rickets can be picked up at the
CC~o~nc~e=r~t~H~a~ll_B~ox~O~ffi~c_:e·:___ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-

Sheppard's first wife, Marilyn,
slip a house key tct a strange man
in her kitchen seven months before she was murdered in 1~54.
The witness, Jack Krakan, said
he saw the stranger in the ShepJ)ard home on two oece.sions in
December, 19531 but did not know
who be was. Krakan did not
testify at Sheppard's 1954 trial.
The second witness was a Pro·
fessor of Criminalistics at the
University of California who
testified that a spatter of blood
in the murder room was not
Marylin Sheppards · • . , or her
husband's.

Afrat man whose social existence

I

.,

fi~st

E!scudero
came to the
Umted States m 1955. He says he
fi?d~, Amercian audiences "very
mce to play ~or.
Plays Str1etly Flamenco
D escl'l'b'mg h'1mse]f as st riC
' tlY a
flamenco guitarist, Escudero distinguishes between flamenco and
classical guitarists. The technique
employed by the two groups is
basically the same, he said, But
flamenco consists of rhythms
originative in southern Spain,
h~ says, while classical guitar
music can be and often is varied
music styles by musicians of any
nationality.
Escudero is not n~w to New
Mexico, In 1964 he played before
a capacity crowd in the Union
Ballroom.
Prog~am Is Varied
His program tonight will include many of hia own compositions as well as such flamenco
cla1;sics as "Malaguena" by Lecuona, "Danza Mora" by E. De

arist Mario Escudero will perform
at the Concert Hall tonight at 8
p.m. General admission is $2.50·
·
'
. . · .
st Udent a.dmiSSIOn Ul. $1. 50.
.
A nat1ve of Abcante, Sp;un,
Escudero began playing the
guitar at the age of seven under
the tutelage of his father Since
.
· ·
that t1me he has toured most of
Europ~ and South America.

By United Press Intel.'natilmal
After 24 hours of sihmce, Pr~si
dent Johnson yesterday commented on Tuesday's elections.
Mr. Johnson told a n!lws conJerence that Republican gains
could hurt his legislative program in congress next yell.r, but
he added, "I don't anticipate . , ,
any great trouble.''
Mr. Johnson pointed out that
the Democrats still have a 64-36
majority in the Senate and a
248-18'7 majority in the House.
He noted that :few presidents are
president very long with congressional majoritiel! as big as the
one he had had the last two
years.
At his Texas ranch, Mr. Johnson admitted he would be "less
than frank" if he didn't say he
was sQrry to have lost Democratic seats. But he said, "as a
good American, I thinlt we are
all glad to see a healthy . , • two·party &YStem/' then added, "and
there is no question but what the
other party strengthened its
pollition''.

llhgtts$/s Ovl' Nosf lmporl~nf Pmrlt~cf

GENERAL. ELECTRIC

~orld-renowned flamenco guit-

Q~ami

247-8777
OPEN II A.M. UNTIL 1
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TROOP REDUCTION IS CHEERING PROSPECT
IF and it is an extremely big if-the United States can
reduce its rate of buildup in VietNam during 1967, this is·
welcome tidings indeed. It would clearly mean that the war
was reaching the point where Washington was confident
that the Communists' own build-up in men and material was
being finally and decisively overborne. This would signify,
in turn, that the favorable swing in the military tide, evidenced all during this year, would become more favorable
still.
Well over a year ago, this newspaper pointed out that the
moment must almost certainly come when the steady input
of American men and material would reach a point which
North VietNam and the VietCong could not hope to match.
Secretary of Defense RobertS. McNamara's statement that
next year's build-up will be less than this year's clearly implies that such a situation is now foreseeable.
On the other hand, and as former Vice-President Richard
Nixon points out, America could still under such circumstances find a total of over 500,000 men in Viet Nam by
this time next year. In short, even with a build-up slowdown, the United States would still be pouring in men at
a heavy rate.
THERE is, however, one outstanding question: How right
is Secretary McNamara in his optimistic forecast? We pre·3ume that, in making this statement, he bore in mind several earlier and even more bright-sided predictions which
returned to haunt him. We hope that this latest will be
better founded.
But there are far too many slippery elements in the situation to permit any great certainty about the course of
he next year's fighting-in the unhappy eventuality that no
road to peace has been found in the meantime. Will, for
example, the South Vietnamese army succeed in pulling more
of its own weight? Will political conditions in Saigon remain
stable enough so that attention is not concentrated on politics rather than on the foe? Will the counryside pacification
program succeed sufficiently to relieve some of the pressure
on American and South Vietnamese troops? Finally, will
·Russia seek to step up its aid to offset at least a portion of
the new American strength?
IF THE outcome is favorable on aU these points, then
the time may come when the Communists must recognize
that a1l hope of military victory is gone. We believe that
:Moscow already recognizes this fact. Now it is Up to Hanoi.
For this reason it is equally important that America lose no
chance to push for a peace build~up. We must never forget
that the prime purpose of taking up guns is to speed the day
when all will be willing to take up penfl,
-Christian Science Monitor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
the legality, moral tenability and
authority of the United States
Constitution.
And that in fact, is what SDS
wants to debate in fact.
In particular SPS wants to debate out of existence-her nill of
R.ights oratory-Article III, Section 3 of the Constitution. That
is the treason clause in our fundamental law. Article III, Section 3
is a bill of attainder legally and
lawfully giving rise to the Smith
Act, a bill of attainder against
which, under law, there really is
no defense at all.
So far, our country never has
milked A.rticle III, Sec. 3 for all
it is worth. But it could. Any day.
Any day at all.
SDS wants to forestall that day
by somehow, inch by inch, getting our Constitution declared unconstitutional, outside of, and
apart from, court action.
I don't know of any reason why
the LOBO should help SDS in this
all-too-patent project. Does the
LOBO?
Frances Lenk

AGR.EES WITH LOEO
Pear Sir:
Of course the LOBO was right
in declining Students for a
PemocraUc Society's challenge to
orally debate the SDS-projected
"issue" of the United States' war
in Viet Nam. The LOEO is a
printed publication of a public
university; it is not an Emersonian debating society. And the
United States is a nation commit·
ted on record to their war in Viet
Nam, at least since the presidential proclamations of the first
week of April, 1965.
For a long time, in the LOBO's
page~>, SDS has piously pointed
to its self-defined virtue in seeking UNM debate of the war in
Viet Nam, and has lamented lack
of response to its challenge by
the student body at large.
The reason SDS has had little
general student response to its
manufactured challenge is that
99 per cent of the UNM student
body are simply not for debating

HOMECOMING NEXT YEAR
Dear Editor:
I do not feel thut Homecoming
really ,accomplished its purpose
this year. In the first place, not
enough students were kept from
their studies. Consequently, many
managed to pass the pre-eight
weeks exams, which many professors like to give, However, I think
that this problem can be remedied
by next year if we simply start
the festivities earlier and end
them later.
Of course, the forced trip by
the Homecoming displays was
also a failure. Not enough people
were captured by the roadblocks
and rerouted through the halfhour maze. I think that this can
easily be improved next year by
putting a roadblock on Central
and detouring all cars through
the campus. The police would capture many more viewers in this
manner.
Next year, Jet's try something
different. Instead of telling the
students which bands are going to
play, let's keep them guessing,
That way we kill two birds with
one stone; The students still won't
know if the dance is formal or
sem-iformal, and we'll still be surprised not only by the clothes the
foolish ones show u p in, but by
the type of music we heat\
I think that most students
would agree that these three proposals would insure a more subtle way of making next year's
Homecoming a success.
Jardy S. Jones

®lllil fi}.N 1ll®))JJ!1E
Elbie Jay Travels
In Great Circles
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San FTQ.fltisro ChTonit:lc

QUESTIONS OPEN
RECREATION
Dear Editor:
With all the current emphasis
on discrimination on the political
level I think it interesting to
note that an even more basic
discrimination is transpiring
.right on our own campus. With
!Presidential emphasis on physical
'fitness of American youth and
administration policies requiring
physical education courses for
degree candidates it is utterly
-disgusting to find that it is next
to impossible to utilize recreation facilities regUlarly.
I have just returned from Johnson Gym where the schedule says
open recreation 6:30-8:30. Open!
Hal Now the swimming pool Is
open, likewise the weight roor.t if
you want to play Atlas for a half
hour, but the major facilities of
basketball courts is utilized entirely and exclusively for Intramurals.
Now intramurals are fine and
they provide a means of inspiring
a sense of teamwork and cooperation, but to limit use of the facilities to the few who are eligible for
intramurals to the exclusion of
the other segments of the University community is discrimination. in its basest form, Graduate
students not living in dormitories,
not having necessarily the same
evenings open .every night, can
hardly fit into an intramural
program even if they were permitted.
But something certainly should
be done to make some recreational
areas open during open recrea•
tion, or forget the open recrea•
tion periods altogether.
Sincerely yours,
Philip E. Keen

Howdy there, folks. How y'all? Time for another tee-vee visit with
the rootin'-tootin' Jay Family, starrinll: ol' Elbie Jay-an energetic
feller ready to travel half way 'round the world to make friends, If'n
he can't make any at home.
As we join up today with ol' Elbie, he and his pretty wife, Birdie
Bird, are sitting amid a beap of souvenirs. That's their cute tad, Myna
Bird, asking 'em questions. She's on her lunch hour.

...

*

.,

Elbie (with a happy sigh): I guess that was just about the most
interesting, rewarding, enriching trip anybody ever took. My, we sure
did learn a heap and get a heap done.
Myna Bird: I want to hear all about it, Daddy, minute by minute.
ln about (glancing at her watch) 37 minutes,
Elbie: We11, now, we started out in ... Where'd we start out, honey?
Birdie Bird: Honolulu, dear.
Elbie: That's right. Then we went on down to .• Well, I know we
went to Australia, 'cause that's where your rna had a passle of fun
digging up old pots and things.
Birdie Bird: No, dear, that was in the Philippines. Australia's where
they threw -paint on our car,
Elbie: You sure? Well, anyway, Malaysia was mighty nice, excepting it rainsed a lot so we couldn't do much but sit around the lobby
writing postcards and•. ,
_ ,
Birdie Bird: Excuse me, dear. But I think it was Thailand where it
rained. And a little bit in New Zealand.
..
Elbie: New Zealand? You certain we • '• ·. Oh, sure enough, that's
where I took that farmer in a funny hat for a helicopter ride. Fine
place, New Zealand.
Birdie Bird: South Korea, dear.
Elbie: Yep, and then I snuck off from there for the afternoon to
visit our boys in VietNam. "Come home," I told them in my ringing
words, "with that coonskin on the wall.''
•
Myna Bird (puzzled) : I thought our soldiers called them gooks.
- .·
Birdie Bird: That was Manila, Elbie.
Elbie: What do you mean? Our boys are fighting in VietNam. Or is
it Thailand Or is it both? It's hard to think straight.
Birdie Bird: I mean you snuck of!' from Manlia. Remember, that's
where you had your conference?
Elbie: Conference? Say, I plumb forgot! That's where 1 got a real
lot done and made a heap of fine friends I'll never forget, like ••• Like
..• Hand me my address book there, Birdie Bird.
Birdie Bird (sighing wearily): You know, Elbie, I'm not saying it
wasn't a great trip, seeing all those countries. But, my, all that traipsing around! Next year, let's just -pick the country we like best and
spend the whole two weeks in one place. Seems to nte, you'd accomplish just as much.
Elbie (snorting): Accomplish what? You think I could keep those
Republicans off the front pages by spending two weeks in Texas 1

"'

"'

.

Well, tune in again, friends. And as you mosey down the windin'
trail of life, remember what Elbie's old granddaddy used to say:
"When skies are grey, when you haven't got a friend, when the
whole world's down on you-look busy."
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Attorney General Facing
Deadline on Liquor Appeal
ByBILLHUME
State Attorney General Eoston
Witt has 15 more days in which
to file an appeal on the recent
state supreme court liquor fair
trade ruling, Charles Villa, president of the New Mexico Retail
I,iquor Dealera Association indicated recently.
"Approximately two-thirds of
the retail liquor dealers in the
state will be out of business with.
in six months, if fair trade nullification stands," Villa said, in a
LOBO interview.
The present license structure,
with its high prices for licenses,
puts a unique operating expense
on the individual entering the
liquor business, Villa said, In addition to the cost of building,
equipment and stock, the potential
liquor dealer must pay an exorbitant price for a license.
Law Under Attack
Prior to the supreme court ruling, New Mexico law provided
for a mandatory legal minimum
markup, both wholesale and retail, on the price of alcoholic
beverages in New Mexico. The
law has been under attack for
several years, and its repeal was
promised on both major party
platforms in the recent state election.
Villa speculated on possible effects on the prices of liquor in
New Mexico, if the fair trade nullification were allowed to stand
unchallenged.
No Price Change Seen
He foresaw no cahnge in across·
the-bar prices, and little, if any,
change in the -prices of beers and
wines. The main area of price
competition would probably be in
the distilled spirits segments of
the business, Villa forecast.
In the event the ruling were not
challenged, and went into effect
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Nov. 26, "most liquor dealers
would stand pat with their
prices,'' Villa said. He added that
as soon as some price cutting
started, most dealers would probably be forced to meet the new
price. Price chaos would then follow, until a new price level were
reached, based 1,m costs and competition.
State Purchases Negligible
"First the retailers would bear
the brunt," Villa said, "Then the
wholesalers would probably have
to lower their prices.''
Villa wasn't :;;ure whether the
wholesalers would be able to get
any price concessions from the
manufacturers. He noted that
New Mexico's percentage of the
national consumption of alcoholic
beverages was extremely small.
vma outlined the tax structure
facing a bottle of distilled liquor
from manufacturer to consumer.
First comes the federal excise
tax, as the cases leave the distillery, Then comes the stage tax
on the wholesaler's purchases.
Only Liquor Has Wholesale Tax
The retailer -pays a one-half
per cent sales tax on his wholesale purchases. Liquor is the only
commodity in New Mexico with a
wholesale sales tax. Finally,
there ia the regular four per cent
sales tax on retail liquor sales.
Some liquor retailers absorb the
tax, some charge the consumer.
"Unless there were some com·
pletely new points, it is highly
unlikely that they (the state supreme court} would rehear the
case," Villa said.
Rehearing Unlikely
An Albu~J_uerque attorney said
that he thought it was highly un•
likely that Attorney General Witt
would ask for a rehearing, because it would be "political suicide.''
"The primary consideration in

Band Performance
Will feature Asher

listen to KUNM

~ try the latest Campus Craze .••

Jfor "HOT 'n HABIT FORMING" raves
.
.
"o; .. ,.

I
"Quest for Identity"

.a •.

Will Be Panel Topic
Luther House, UNM Lutheran
students' center, will hold a panel
discussion tonight at 7:30. Pastor
Richard Elliott will lead students
in discussion on the "Quest :for
Identity.''
Following the forum, a Green
Door coffee house featuring a guitar mass will begin at 9 at Luther
House, 1805 Las Lomas NE.
Sunday's activities include a
service at the Alumni Chapel at
10:30, a dinner at the House at
5:30, and a worship service at 7.
Cost !or the dinner is 50 cents,
and both the dinner and evening
service are informal. Interested
students are invited to attend •

... ...

...: ...
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FRANK'S
DRIVE-IN
4330 Lomas NE

U 10% DISCOUNT
to all students

*SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE
MON-WED-FRI
9to9
TUES-THURS-SAT
9to6
OPEN SUNDAY

Applications for Who's Who
must be in by 5 p.m., Nov. 16.
They must be presented to Miss
Elder in the Admini~tration
Building Room 157 or to Dean
Lavender.

Arlen Asher, saxophonist and
woodwind player, will be soloist
at the Nov, 18 performance by
the UNM Stage Band.
-i The performance will begin
Philosophy Club
New Mexico would be the removal 11t 8:15 p,m, in the R.ecital Hall
of open-end licensing fee rights of the Fine Arts Center. There
''An Attack on the Philosophy
granted to municipalities," Villa ia no admission charge.
of Consumption" will be the topic
said, when asked what legislaThe University Stage Band is
tion be would like to see to re- described as a laboratory group of an address at the Philosophy
place the fair trade law. Under for developing and performing Club meeting Sunday, Nov. 13 at
existing law, the state allows in- ''big band" arrangements.
7:3(1 p.m. in R.oom 250C of the
dividual towns to charge anything
Union. Douglas MacDonald, the
they wish as municipal license
speaker, will focus on the philfees. In Albuquerque, the annual
osophy of values implicit in confee is $2,000.
temporary United States culture.
Cigarette Law Held as Example
~~~~~~~
Villa lllso felt that a state
liquor price law similar to the
¢~
existing cigarette price law would
be appropriate, The cigarette law
prohibits the sale of cigarettes
for less than cost, but doesn't
specify a minimum markup.
There would be no liquor association policy statements on the
court's action, until they received
a full evaluation of the ruling and
the situation from their attorneys,
• •
Villa said.

is proud to be a UNM
merchant •••
to demonstrate this -

Store Hours:

''Who's Who"

for sororities - to establish
your sorority •took•

*THE VERY LATEST
in campus casual and sports wear

NEW! NEW! NEW! STYLES AND FASHIONS
WILL START ARRIVING NEXT WEEK

~

¢~
¢~
¢~
¢~

~

Phone 255-42481
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Forum Promotes
Student Center

FREYDOON RASSOULY, fifth-year architecture major from
Iran goes over his design for the proposed International building ~ith John Bakas, International Club President. Bakas is a
sophomore government major from Greece. (LOBO Photo by
Pawley.)

University Monthly
DriVen Off Streets
COLUMBIA, Mo., (CPS)-'I'he
Columbia "Free Press,'' an outspoken indipendent monthly published by University of Missouri
students, has been driven off the
city streets here and forbidden to
sell its issues.
The magazine had been previously ordered off the Missouri
campus and had taken to the city
streets. Columbia city P.Oiice, acting on a complaint from an unnamed source, told "Free Press"
salesmen Oct. 19 they would not
be allowed to sell papers any.
where in the city.
Cited Old Ordinance
The police cited an ancient
statute that makes it illegal to
sell anything on city sidewalks
including, technically, vending
machine products and newspapers, whether they are licensed
or not.
However, it has admittedly
been a long time since anyone bas

seen a vending machine operator
arrested for violating the law.
'J'he "Free Press" has been a
consistent critic of the University
of Missouri. Various issues of
the year-old .publication have
dealt with the School of Journalism, administration policies, stu•
dent complaints and other em·
barrassing (to the University)
subjects.
October Issue "Censored"
The October issue, which wasin effect-censored by the city
at the request of an unnamed
source, dealt with a local union's
fight to gain recognition from the
University, de facto segregation
in a local school, student rights
at Central Methodist College in
Fayette, Mo., the poor service
provided by the local telephone
company, and underpaid graduate
assistants at the University.
The Missouri Student Senate
is reportedly checking ·into the
incident.

(Continued from page 1)
foreign students could meet,
Bakas said.
Would Lease Building
'J'he !lnly available buildtng n!lW,
aaid Bakas, is the !lld Kappa Sigma fraternity bouse on University Blvd, across from the Anth).'opology Building, He said International Club would lease the
building until a more permanent
arrangement could be found.
Latet' in the meeting Dean
Springer showed a movie titled
"Campus Cr!lssroads." Springer
produced and directed the film
while he was coordinator of foreign students at Yale University.
Lacking Priority
Dean Springer also expressed
his opinion. on the proposed center. He said the real problem now
with the administration is just
where this proposal fits into the
list of priority. He said, "I just
don't know where it appears on
the spectrum."
He feels that if the Club can
have a plan around the establishment of an actual building and
if students could seek money from
people in town and generally organize themselves something
could probably be done soon.
Give Senators Ideas
Student Senator Baker Morrow
said students should go to their
Senators as soon as possible with
their ideas and comments. He
said "We need to get things going, and this can be done only if
there is a tremendous response on
the students part." He added that
this is an important project and
if students force their Senators
to do something action can be
taken.

World Renowned Sppnish Flamenco Guitarist
Presenting His Own Compositions and
Classical Flamenco Favorites

UNM CONCERT HALL
friday 8 P.M.
Tickets Availal>le

At Concert H~>ll Box Office

by a panel of judges including two
faculty members, Marguerite
Monk of the Testing Center and
Betty Benison of the P.E. Depai·tment, and three students Jeff Dennard, junior in journalism; Pete
Kendall, sophomore in journalism;
and Carol Roth, junio1• in education and this year's Homecoming Queen.
Of the 22 organizations entering contestants, sororities are
sponsoring 31 of the contest entrants, and one fraternity organization, Little Sigmas of Sigma Chi, have entered a candidate.
Residence halls, including Mesa
Vista, the only men's residence

Seven New. Members
Join Nursing Faculty
Seven new members were added
to the iaculty of the College of
Nursing this year at UNM. A
new acting dean was also named.
'l'he new faculty members include six women and one man.
'l'he man is Dr. Bruce Storrs, a
visiting professor who teaches
part-time.
Grace K. Bates, a .clinical instructor, has a BA degree from
the University of Connecticut
School of Nursing, and was recently a staff nurse at Bataan
Memorial Hospital.
Former Florida Teacher
Elizabeth M. Bear, an assistant
professor, holds a BS from the
University of Califomia at San
Francisco, an MS f1•om Wayne
State University, and a CN.M
from the Catholic Maternity Institute in Santa Fe. She previous-

THAT IS A

LIFE TIME CONNECTION

-

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

'I'he selection of 15 semifinalists
out of 47 entries in Theta Sigma
Phi's Best-Dressed Girl on Campu~ contest will be made at an
elimination tea this Sunday afternoon.
'l'he tea, to be held at 2:30 in
the dining hall of the College Inn,
will bring the decision of which
coeds will continue on to the finals
Dec. 7. UNM's Best-Dressed Girl
will compete with winners from
other colleges and universities
ac1·oss the country in Glamour
magazine's search for the ten
best-dressed college girls for 1967.
Panel Members Varied
'l'he semifinalists will be chosen

Student AdmissiQn $1.50
General Admission $2.50

YOUR SUBTLE SYMBOL OF
SIGNIFICANCE CREATED BY

JOHN ROBERTS
YOUR JOHN ROBERTS

MAN WILL BE HERE ...

DATE . J'LQ_YE_MDER_l~,_i9_66
1$

iU®IUO .t.T TH( flillll

Pa~e

ifornia at Los Angeles; and MA
ft·om Teachers College of Columbia University. She was recently
a staff assistant at Presbyterian
Hospital Center in Albuquerque.
Dr. Reina Hall is the new acting dean of the college,

hall t<l enter, have put in the
names of six contestants. 'J'he remaining nine entries come ~rom
organizations around campus.
Entries Include Royalty
'I'he contestants themselves include royalty. In the running for
best-dtessed are Sharon Birkenbuel, Miss New Mexico.; Kim Caylol", New Mexic!l'S Maid of Cotton; and Karen Schoen, 1966
New Mexico College Queen. Campus sweethearts and candidates
fol· this year's Homecoming crown
are also in the contest.
'I'he coeds come from every class
and are majoring in everything
from borne economics to pre-medicine and pre-law. 'J'hey are active
on campus in many different organizations and spend their spare
time on hobbies such as sky-diving, breaking and training horses,
sewing and knitting their own
clothes, and working on sports of
all kinds.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

Four Pieces of Chicken

$1.30

French Fries or Whipped Potatoes,

Rolls, Cole Slow, Honey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

$1.35

Tangy Sauce, French Fries, Rolls,
Cole Slaw, Lemon Wedge

Other Meals 79c • $2.75

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
~100

Central j;,, Albuquerque, Now t.loxico

Phone 265-1669

Phone 242·0096

Your Texaco Siar Dealer

Across From Campus-Central & Girard

-
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Semifinalists to Be Named
In Best-Dressed Contest

MARIO ESCUDERO

College Bowl Tryouts

Tryouts for positions on the
UNM College Bowl team will be
held Monday and Tuesday night,
Nov. 14 and 15 at 7:30 p,m. in the
Speech Department Annex. All
interested students, sophomores
and up, are asked to investigate
this program.

Friday, November 11, 1966

'c

structor, bas a BS degree from
'l'exas Woman's University, and
an M.Ed degree from Teacbers
College at Columbia Univet·sity.
She wus recently {1 staff nurse
anethesiast at St. Luke's Medical
Center in New York City.
Mat·tha B. Hicks, an associate
professor, has a BSN degree ftom
Washington University, an MS
:from the University of Maryland.
She was formerly psychiatric
nursing consultant of the Florida
Mental Health Division.
UNl\1 Graduate Ilired
Jean Marie Paulson, a clinical
instructor, has a BSN from the
University of New Mexico, and
was formerly educational director
of the Clovis Memorial Hospital.
Cosma B. Rhinehart, an instructor, haso;her RN from Stanford
Universj£.y School of Nursing,

_ ...... 8:3{) 1'0.3!00
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THE BUFFER COLLAR
SLIGHTLY LONGER AND FULLER
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FASHION LtADERSHIP FROM AMERICA'S FAMOUS SHIRTBUILOERS AT FINER CAMPUS STORES EVtRYWHERE

'

Ellen Shippy, a 1966 graduate
of UNM, has been named a Peace
Corps volunteer after completing 12 weeks of training at the
University of Oklahoma.
A mathematics major while at
UNM, Miss Shippy was president
of Women's Residence Halls, a
member of Mortar Board, senior
women's honorary, and graduated cum laude in general studies. She is from Gallup.
Miss Shippy was one of 44 volunteers trained this summer to
supplement Peace Corps work
with the Iill Salvadorian Agriculture Extension Service.
The group, scheduled to leave
:N'ov. 141 will work with 4-li clubs
to strertgthen club leadership and
activities. 'J'hey will be assigned
to Agriculture Extension offices
throughout rural El Salvador.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
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400 CID V-8. Full115-inch wheelbase. Heavyduty springs, shock absorbers, shaft. Sway
bars, front and rear. High-performance axle.
Dual exhausts. Beefed..up wheels. White~Line
or wide-oval Red-Line tires. Bucket seats.
Louvered hood. Higher oil pressure. They're all

standard goodies at one modest price. Available also, if you wish-Rocket Rally Pac. UHV
ignition. superstock wheels, front disc brakes
and the like. Put one into action and you'll
agree: 1967 Olds 4-4-2 is the sweetest, neatest, completest anti-boredom bundle on rubber!

IDJ@SI ~
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Qldslhlnh ol your silely, too, witb GM-dtveloptd onergy•obsorbing steering column that ton compresil or1 stVi11lmpat1 ~p to 81-\ 11\chn: _with
Jour.way hazalll warning flasher: ounidtreor;iew mirrol: dual mister tylindtr lorakt &ysltnl, ptua many othr taltty ftalurtt-ail dandirdi
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Ripping Texas Western's de- (>5-0, In addition, they still lead passing defense with an average
fenses for 701 yards in a 53 to the conference in rushing with of 143.9 yards, ()nly 5.8 yards
33 romp last weekend, Brigham 169.3 yards per· game and are behind Wyoming.
young took a firm hold on total second in total offense with a
The battle for total offense
offense statistics in the Western average of 335.9 yards'.
honors in the Western Athletic
Athletic Conference. ·
Arizona Leads in Air
Conference took a new turn SatThe Cougars boosted their ,, Arizona pas~ed ;for 301 yards urday when Brigham Young's
total net gains to 388.4 Yards per while losing to Oregon State 'Virgil Carter, snatched. the lead
game and their .passing to· 230.3 12-31, and remained on top iri from Arizona's 'Mark Reed.
yards per game.·
. · aerial gaim~ with an aver11ge of · ·· Carter amassed a whopping
In a similar manner th~ Wyo- 252.4 'yards per game.
599 yards in the Cougar's 53-3~
ming Cowboys strengthened their
Utah is second in both rush- victory over Texas Western, to
lead in all defensive categories
mov'e from third to first in total
by holding the Wichita Shockers ing divisions, having gained 166,3 · gains, running his season string
to a minus 85 yards on the yards per game, while holding to 1,637 yards. Last week he was
ground and total net gains of opp<inents to 103.1 yards. Arizona 185 yards behind Reed and n~w
only 25 yards. The Cowboys won State took over second place in is 126 ahead.

Conference Soccer Champs

Reed Leading Passer
Reed hit 25 passes for 301
yards against Orego~ ~tate . to
protect his wide margm m aenal
accomplishment. H;e has completed 129 tl:lrows for 1,584 yards.
Carter, in second ;place, has completed 83 for 1,392 yards.
Jim Greth, Arizona halfback,
ran his total pass receptions to
52, surpassing the conference
record of 46, set last year by
Phil Odle, Brigham Young. Odie
made 14 catches Saturday and
moved into second place, with a
total of 38.
Although Jerry DePoyster had
a bad day kicking, he still leads
punters with a 40.9-yard average.
and continues to top the scorers
with 53 points.
Others who maintahied their
first-place rankings ~J,re John
Ogden, Brigham Young, in rushing with 561 yards; · P~uL Toscano, Wyoming, with 4 pass interceptions for 153 yards; Vic
Washington, Wyomig, 24 punt
returns for 296 yards; and Ken
Wagner, New Mexico, 16 kickoff
returns for 257 yards.
New WAC Records
Jim Greth, Arizona has surpassed the conference record with
52 pass receptions in one season.
Old record, 46, by Phil Odie,

UNM Takes Soccer Title
The UNM Soccer team travels
to Santa Fe this weekend in
search of its eigth straight victory of the season against the
College of Santa Fe. The Lobos
have out-scored their opponents
this year 60-7 in A team games.
The B team has out scored their
opposition 28-0. The Lobos have
already won the first Western
Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
Championship.
---oFootbatl Team at Home
The Lobo football team meets
intrestate rival New Mexico

~I[Wsu

--()-

Carter Sets Reeord
The Texas Western Miners are
celebrating Homecoming this
Saturday and hoping to get back
on the victory trail after the
nightmare defeat they suffered
at the hands of BYU at Provo
last week. The Cougars whipped
the Miners 53-33 as Virgil Carter set a national reeord for passing yardage in a single game.
Carter wound up with a total
yardage mark of 599 yards.
--()-

New Arena to Open
The new UNM basketball arena
is expected to be ready in time

State Saturday at University
Stadium in the li6th game of
the series. The Aggies eome into
the game a big favorite with a
6-2 record and one of the leading
rushers in the nation, Jim Bohl.
Coach Bill Weeks seems to be

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING. RATES:
4 Hn" ad., 65e-' tlm01, •z.oo. Inoertlono
muot be oubmltted b~ noon on da~ before
publication to Room 169, Studmt Publleationa Bulldlnll. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
TRANSPORTATION
RIDE wanted to Dallas or vicinity (en
route to Atlanta) before Nov. 22. Need
round trip or one way. Will shar.! expenses and driving. Call 265-5459 before
8 a.m.
11/4, 7, 9, 10.
PERSONALS
WOULD persons who hit brown Mustang
In right rear fender at Johnson Gym
parking lot Thursday night, 8 :00·10 :00
p.m. please call 298·0107, ask for Larry,
11/7, 9, 10, 11.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rate. to UNM students on aU machfn..,.
Free Pickup &: delivery, E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2480688.
FOR SALE
TUXEDO, size 38, all aecessorfE!!. Also
Full dri!SS (white tie & tails) • Like new.
Make oiler. 1619 Glorieta NE, 298·2706.
11/9, 10, 11.
1962 PORSCHE 1600 Super, roadster, n~
cellent condition, call Jack Nelson, 277•
4136 atterlloons, or Inquire at 216 PrincefAin SE No. 2 (in back) after 6 :00 p.m.
11/9, 10, 11.
~RD 2-door for sale. CaU 87'1·2529:

11/11,

Sailors. AFROTC

Set Grudge Game
The Air Force ROTC will meet
the Navy ROTC in their annual
grudge football game tomorrow
on Zimmerman Field at 4 p.m.
The last three years have resulted in Air Force victories. This
year the Air Force will pitt forth
its team which went on to the
intramural elimination rounds.

for the first game Dec. 1 against
Abilene Christian. The new structure is one of the five biggest
basketball arenas in the country
at the present capacity of 15,000
and can be expanded to 22,000.
There is a paved student ·parking
lot.

Management Course
To Begin Thursday
Thirty-one administrators of
public agencies will begin a 10week management course conducted by UNM Thursday. Participants represent federal, state, and
local governmental units in New
Mexico.
The conference course-part of
UNM's Southwest Management
Development Program - deals
with general management, general organization theory, human
relations and organization behavior, communications, and control.
The class will meet each Thursday afternoon from 3:30 to 7:30
at the Desert Sands.
Professor Everett Dillman, acting director of the University's
Bureau of Business Research, is
course administrator. Instructors
will be drawn from the faculty
of the UNM College of Business
Administration.

Low-Cost Unpainted Furniture
01

10OFF
0
/(

Faculty-StaffStudents

11/11. 14.

n
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~~J~:RE-DECORATE

That Roo• Now-T~e Low Cost Way
DECORATING SERVICE

FREEl

Decorating
C'enter

1~.

A, C. BRISTOL. Aluminum body, tube
frame. Wt. 1600 lbs. 6 CyL Heml. AL
Head. blse brakE!!. See Union bulletin
boanl for detailo or call Dick McDonald,

243-4953.

just as concerned with State
quarterback Sal Olivas "He impressed me as being just as good
as that other great State quarterback Charlie Johnson," said
Weeks.

5400 MENAUl NE

PHONE

I

BYU, 1965. (Odle currently has
38 this season.)
Mark Reed, Arizona, most passes in one season-253 (3 games
yet to go,) Old record 251, John
·Torok, ASU, 1964. (Reed is only
ten completions behind the season
record of 139 completions· in one
season, by Torok).
. Jerry· Pullman, ·Utah, and
Woody King, Arizpna, have surpassed the latte1·'s conference
career record of 10 pass interceptions. Each has 11.

':$
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ILett:ef,~'A t:t:a cks
By• TOM GARCIA
A letter concerning a policy of have asked to observe and posopen faculty meetin~ was sub- sibly participate in the discus. mitted to· UNM President ,Tom L. sions. They assert that there
P()pejoy by a numl:ie'r of students .seems to be a general policy
against open faculty meetings.
Friday.
.
(See related story on page 2.)
The letter is concerned with -the
The students' letter says "That
upcoming faculty discussion on
there
is much to .be gained by a
selective service. These students
free exchange of ideas between

Faculty

students, faculty, and administration, and that open student, fac'ulty, and administrative meetings, a:s a general policy, would
be in keeping with a spirit of better communication among the University community."
The students have requested
that the question of open faculty

meetings be brought before the
faculty as the first order of business prior to the faculty discussion on the draft resolutions.
In an interview with the LOBO
last night President Popejoy said
he would bring the letter to the
attention of the faculty.
When asked if he was sur----------------~------~~----~
prised to get such a letter, he said
"I felt that this might happen,
since it has happened on occassion in the past."
President Popejoy said that this
would be a matter for the faculty
to discuss. "I do not counsel the
OUR SIXTY-NINT.l YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM
faculty," he said, "I merely act
as their chairman."
Monday, November 14, 1966
"Matter of Concern"
No. 32
In regard to the discussions on
the Selective Service itself, Popejoy said, "I think this is a matter
of University concern, and I have
sent letters to Washington to this
effect and received replies.
"There appears to be, however,
a difference of opinion on behalf
of the faculty," he said. Popejoy
said that he seriously doubted
that the faculty would change its
rules in regard to the open meetings. He stated also that the let-
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TOURS~:&tfi('$15
IN E U ffO~P E
Now j( is possible to huve an
exciting, fun-filled, low priced
tour of Eul'Ope & a paying job
anytime during the entire year.
Your choice of job & country
with wages up to $400 a month.
For a booklet with all jobs,
tours· 8i application forms send
$2 (handling & air mail) to:
Dept. I<, American Student Information Servict\ 22 Ave. de
Ia I,ibt•rtt}, Gnmd Duchy of
Luxt>mbourg,

President Set
For Operation
By United Press International

• I

NE - 255-7784
This Sunday:

Your Choice of Entrees

c~~BUFFET

\\

UNM Student Speciar
All You Can Eat $1.00

1

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 7:00P.M.

Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.

..-.-:....

255·1701
!'.f .. Ut i!'l A .,Ol ... lillln llf•nt "'•""'

THE FIFTEEN SEMIFINAL"ISTS for Best-Dressed Girl on Campus were eh!>Sen by a panel of five
from almost 50 entrants at the College Inn yesterday afternoon. They are (front row, from left):
Karen Ewing, Pam Paner, Pam Fink, Mary Louise Williamson, Diana Moeller, Kristin Thompson,
Ginia Arp, Susan Snow, and Jan Turbeville. Back row, from left: Nancy Floyd, Jane Spivey, Mary
Setzler, Karen Schoen, and MeJinda 1\fason. The field wiJI be narrowed to three finalists later this
month and the winner from UNM will go into nationwide competition in Glamour magazine's search
for the ten best-dressed college girls in the country. (LOBO photo by Pawley.)

By JIM JANSSON
Despite a first quarter in which
they could have been easily mistaken for a winning football team.
the UNM Lobos again found
themselves on the short side of a
lopsided score as they were soundly whipped by the New Mexico
State Aggies 47-12 before a sparse
home crowd Saturday.
"The only bright spot on the
field is the sun," said a loeal

sportscaster in the pressbox as
he summed up the 1966 edition of
an old UNM-NMS grid rivalry
that dates back to 1905.
Olivas and Bohl Shine
The sportscaster wasn't far
from wrong as the only light on
the field was provided by the brilliant play of Aggie quarterback
Sal Olivas and tailback Jim Bohl.
Olivas completed an unbelievable
15 of 16 pass attempts to pile up

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S

ART THEATER

so

SPRlTE.
TART AND.
TINGUN¢, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT _ QUIE't,

FREDERICKSBURG, TexasPresident Johnson flew back to
Washington yesterday from his
Texas ranch, and will undergo
surgo surgery on his abdomen
and throat VVednesday. Johnson
told newsmen Vice President
Humphrey will act as President
during his operations in case any
urgent matter develops. Johnson
also said he hopes to go to Europe
in the Spring and attend a Hemispheric summit conference in Latin
America early next year.
--{)-

Spacewalk Record Broken
SPACE CENTER, Houston -

Aggies Smash Early Lobo Threat

Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?
Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one's lips is to
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
make when draining the last few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
ZzzzzlllUpfl
It's completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
welL • , all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
little zlupf goes a long, long
...--•way.

ter proposing the open faculty
meetings would not appear first on
the agenda. "There are other issues which have to be discussed
first," he said.
No Comment
Professor Richard A. Selinger
and Professor Paul Schmidt, the
two faculty members who are
primarily involved with the discussions on the Selective Service,
were not familiar with the students' letter, so were not able to
comment.
Professor Schmidt said that
since he was new this year, that
he was not too familiar with thP.
constitution and the bylaws. He
said that he was not certain
whether or not there was anything in the constitution which
concerned rulings.
Professor Selinger had not read
the letter either. He stated, however, that this would be up to the
faculty to discuss. He said aiso
that he believed that at present
the policy regarding faculty meetings was that they were not open.
He said, however, that if this was
the policy, it was possible that the
rules could be changed.

New Mexico
Arizona State
BYU
Wyoming
Utah
Utah State
Arizona
Iowa State
Total Points UNM vs. Arizona State
Contest rules

1. Contest

Ia open to UNil otudeots onlt.

2. Only ONE entry will be aecepted from each contestant and Every !lame
muot be pielced.
3. Contestants must pick total points on UNJI came and In ....., of a tie
the contestant coming cloaat will be dcchreol the winner.
~. :F:ntrieo miiSt be ...,.,ived at the LoiJo oftlee by 6 p.m. Frid,.y,
5. Iro memb!o' ot Studont Publications ;, eligible! for prizes.
G, Winner will ...,.,..;v., four tiekeb for the football season to Don Pancho's
Th ..ter.
'1. Entri.,. will be judged b)' the LoiJo •P<>rta starr.
a In ...., of ties
prizes will be divided amorur the winnl!l'll.

the:
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NAME
ADDRESS
P·HoN·E
•

238 yards through the air while
nationally ranked rusher teammate Bohl rambled for 129 yards
as the Aggies ran up their 35
point margin.
Bohl made the game of football look easy as he both passed
twice for 33 yards and caught
three passes for 33 yeards. For
kicks, he added four more points
to his four touchdown total by
four successful conversions in the
point-after department.
Bradford Rushes for 60
On the Lobo side, wingback
Carl Bradford rushed for 60
yards and tailback Joe Casas
netted 46. Lobo quarterback Rick
Beitler also ran for 46 yards but
could only salvage 25 of them for
his net gain as he was frequently
buried in his own backfield by
tackles who ran as fast as he did.
Beitler completed 8 of 18 pass
attempts to gain 76 yards in the
airways.
UNM halfback Ken Wagner
took the game's opening kickoff
to the Lobo 19 yardline. Beitler
and then Lobo halfback Robert
Romans tried to get around the
ends on the first two plays from
scrimmage but could gain only
a combined total of three yards.
On the third down Beitler let
loose with the first pass of the
game, hitting end Sherman Seiders on the 39 for the first down.
Seiders went on to catch a total
of five pasl!es in the game for 58
yards but he lost reception honors
in. the game to Aggie wingback
Mike Carroll who pulled in four
passes for 121 yards and two
touchdowns.
Lobos Punt
The Lobo otrense continued to
sputter up to the 46 yardline
where UNM punter Dennis Good
boomed a punt down to the Aggie

1---------------

17. On the next series of downs,
the Lobo defensive unit vaguely
resembled the group of killers
that mauled both Utah State and
Kansas State earlier in the season
for the only two UNM wins.
Olivas was forced to eat the
(Continued on page 8)

Gemini-12 ran into minor trouble
shortly after Astronaut Edwin
Aldrin's record-breaking 2 hour,
9 minute spacewalk. A 100-foot
line, put in place by Aldrin, which
linked Gemini with a 26-foot
agena target rocket, for a time
lashed and coiled instead of
springing taut as it should. At
times, Command Pilot James
Lovell said it wrapped around
the Agena and around some antennas on the Gemini capsule.
Finally, the Astronauts got it ·+·
taut.
-oUocket Launch Delayed
SYDNEY, Australia - The
launch of the Europa-one rocket,
built by three European nations,
was postponed for 24 hours only
seconds before its blastoff from
Australia. The blastoff of the
eldo rocket was delayed because
of troubles in a telemetry value.
The rocket was built by Britain,
France and Germany.
--{)-

Leathernecks Stop Attack
SAIGON-American infantrymen fought off 1,000 Communist
guerrillas today in bitter fighting that began when the enemy
(Continued on page 5)

MARIO ESCUDERO, world-renowned flamenco guitarist, lip•
peared at the Concert Hall last Friday night and presented a program of classicltl Flamenco and several pieces of his own com•
position.

